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There has been much consultation and discussion on the changes in academic requirements related to registration as Chartered Engineer in the context of the Bologna Process. Dr Barry O’Connor will seek to inform and elaborate on those discussions thus far with the objective of bringing clarity to the debate.

It is important for all engaged in the engineering profession to be aware of the upcoming changes and so representatives from all engineering sectors including those studying engineering and those working in consultancy, construction, manufacturing, education and local authorities should attend this lecture.

This lecture is hosted jointly by Engineers Ireland (Cork Region) and the Institution of Engineering and Technology (Ireland Network).

Date: Tuesday 18th November, 2008
Time: 6.00 p.m. for 6.30 (Light refreshments served at 6.00 p.m.)
Venue: Cork Institute of Technology
Room: B263

For further, information contact: John J Murphy     Tel. 021-4326741     e-mail: johnjmurphy@cit.ie
Barry Leach     Tel 021-4326606     e-mail: barry.leach@cit.ie